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Problem situation

Restorative Justice Action Plan (2012) 

• ‘Restorative justice is not an alternative to 

sentencing; a way of an offender getting a lighter 

sentence by expressing insincere remorse. I am 

very clear that restorative justice will not lead 

offenders escaping proper punishment’ 



Problem situation

Politicians / policy makers: 

• In the context of mediation in penal matters, many 

offenders are tempted to feign a sincere apology (to get a 

mitigated punishment)

• They are involved in a strategic ploy

Victim support: 

• An apology should be phrased in a sincere way; if not, the 

victim is harmed (again)



Problem situation

Restorative justice protagonists:

• Often high expectations of apology-acceptance and 

apology-forgiveness scripts

My assumption: 

• receiving a (sincere) apology in the context of mediation in 

penal matters is not self-evident. Delivering an apology is 

difficult to achieve, especially in youth conferences



Literature review

Question: 

• Which factors can explain why apologizing is perceived as 

flawed? 

Aim:

• Illustrate that restorative justice is a ‘muddy’ and ‘messy’ 

(but still attractive!) repenting ritual



Overview

• Young offenders’ apologies in restorative justice juvenile 

schemes: relevant findings

– victims’ perception of an insincere apology

– victims’ acceptance of an apology

• Explanations: reasons why an apology is felt insincere / 

phony / cheap, etc

• Discussion:

– Mediation in penal cases: inviting mitigation strategies? 

– Compulsory compassion?  



Juvenile justice schemes: findings

• Victims in juvenile justice programs (RISE; SAJJ; etc.):

– Are generally not seriously harmed; often resilient 

– Many are willing to reach common ground, and help the young 

offender, although annoyed

– Prospect to receive an apology is an important factor to 

participate

• Compare: traumatized victims not able / ready to 

empathise, nor willing to hear an apology (Daly 2004 / 

Pemberton et al 2007): 



Juvenile justice schemes: findings

• Encouraging results: 

– participants satisfied in terms of voice, being heard, their needs 

discussed (procedural justice; respectful treatment)

• Disappointing results: 

– no dialogue, absence of common ground (Blecher 2011; Daly 

2006).

– participants: often feeling misunderstood by the other party; 

– many victims did not receive an apology / apology is deemed 

insincere



Findings: victims’ perception of an insincere 

apology 
• SAJJ (Daly 2003; Blecher 2011)

– 40%: apologizing spontanously

– 30% apology has to be dragged out

– 30% no apology expressed

The perception mismatch

– SAJJ-victims:       27% apology is sincere. Offenders 61%

– RISE-victims:       41%   

– Victims pilots NL: 58% 

In 30% of SAJJ-cases this mismatch was at odds: 

– Offenders were not sorry, but victims thought they were (12%)

– Offenders were sorry, but victims thought they were not (18%)



Findings: victims’ acceptance of an apology

• Dhami (2012): victims do want an apology, and – generally 

– they accept the apology (90%)

• Victims feel moral pressure because of the apology-

acceptance script: non-acceptance is not really an option

• Still, they are satisfied with a ‘partial’ apology  

• A ‘full’ apology would involve:

– Admitting responsibility

– Acknowledging the harm done and that it was wrong

– Expressing regret or remorse (the sincerity-component)

– Offering to repair the harm

– Promising not to repeat the behaviour in the future



Explanations: reasons why the apology is felt 

as insincere
• Young persons’ characteristics 

– Focused on their own needs / self-centred

– Not moral-emotionally mature 

– Nervous / feeling ashamed / overwhelmed;

– Lack of communicative capacities; often not understanding the 

moral language of conciliation 

• Their social background

– Subcultural reputation / identifying with peergroup

– Distrustful and defying 

– Feeling that they are treated unfairly

– Refusing full responsibility



Reasons why the apology is felt as insincere

• Mediation script / setting

– discursive drift: swinging between apologizing and neutralising 

(account talk) (Hayes 2006; Blecher 2011)

– Lopsided balance of power: victim is lecturing; offender is hiding, 

minimalizing his commitment

– Victim contest; some young offenders adopt a victim role; the 

meeting may culminate in a verbal contest, expressing credible 

victim-claims (Choi 2009)



conclusions

• Do offenders feign a sincere apology? No, they are not 

(really) able / in a position to apologize. Most of them feel 

ashamed and powerless; 

• They are not insensitive to the needs of victims, but not 

capable to express their remorse; 

• Generally, a sincere apology is unachievable; it should not 

be expected; 

• It’s safer to revise rj-ambitions downwards: most 

participants are satisfied with a ‘partial’ apology (Dhami).

• The assumption that emotional recovery is only possible 

when offenders do apologize sincerely, is unwarranted 



Discussion

Mediation in penal cases: inviting strategies? 

• Assumption: offender involved in strategic ploys (striving for 

reduced / mitigated punishment)?

• Strategies: a priori to be rejected? Inherent part of 

mediation? 

• Some expectations (stay out of prison) are too quickly 

defined as ‘strategic’ 



Discussion

• Participants are often put under moral pressure. 

Compulsory compassion (Acorn 2002)?

• Victims:

– do not really have (much) opportunities to refuse an apology

– are pressured to soften-up / become less tough

• Young offenders 

– feeling overpowered and obliged to apologize

• Moral pressure is part of a process in which the participants 

‘undergo’ group dynamics (rj as a ‘pedagogic platform’)



Ethical discussion: 

• If participants are stimulating the offender to repent, they do 

not show respect for his inner convictions (see Von Hirsch: 

‘compulsory attitudinizing’)

• If participants do not pay attention to the offender’s need to 

rehabilitate, they neither show respect



abstract

The apologies offered by young offenders in restorative justice conferences are 

often of poor quality. This presentation discusses the various difficulties that

accompany the delivering of an apology: offenders sometimes lack the language

skills to pronounce an adequate apology, are anxious or insecure or believe that

they have not been treated fairly. The mediation setting itself may also have 

troubling effects: sometimes perpetrators feel intimidated and feel compelled to

say something that resembles an excuse. A related problem is that the

perceptions about the sincerity of the apology can vary considerably. This

perception-mismatch also occurs among victims: what one victim considers

sincere is often 'fake' for another. Many people - also advocates of restorative

justice - trust that the offender will offer a sincere apology, without realizing that

this is not self-evident in a thorny confrontation setting. This presentation aims to

temper expectations that delivering a sincere apology should be the norm.


